
Welcome to the Summer edition
of In Site.  

In this edition we examine legal

issues affecting project contracting in

the Middle East and the

uncertainties that can arise from the

use of letters of intent. We conclude

with our usual adjudication update.
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With the exponential growth in

construction activity in the Gulf States

and the start of the new King Abdullah

Economic City in Saudi Arabia, the

demand for construction and

engineering products and services in the

Middle East is expected to increase

significantly, at least in the short to

medium term.

This increased demand and the entry of

new contractors and suppliers (notably

the Chinese) offering lower prices is

causing some Western suppliers to move

away from turnkey contracting,

historically favoured in the Middle East,

and to consider new ways of contracting.

This article considers some of these new

methods of contracting.

Turnkey contracting
Whilst a turnkey contract offers a

relatively high degree of price certainty

(and is therefore popular with lenders),

the disadvantage to the employer is that

the contractor generally quotes a higher

price in return for accepting the

increased risk of having single-point

responsibility for the project. From the

employer's perspective, the main risks in

any turnkey contract are of the plant not

performing to specification and the

contractor becoming insolvent.
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Whilst these risks can to an extent be

protected against by the use of bonds,

parent company guarantees and

collateral warranties, or by contracting

with a consortium (where the lead

contractor is jointly and severally liable

with other members of the consortium

for the performance of the project),

things can still go seriously wrong where

the contractor has overstretched himself

or is inefficient, for example by failing to

manage his sub-contractors or to deal

with delays when they arise. Lack of

effective project management and

failure to communicate is often the root

cause of problems.

Multi-Party contracting
In an effort to overcome these problems,

some employers have turned to multi-

party contracting, taking control of their

projects out of the hands of the

contractors by taking on the

coordination role. To succeed, there

must be a strong project management

team controlling the interface between

the various contracts at all levels. This

team needs to be experienced and

involved from the beginning. As much

time as possible should be spent up-

front in planning and engineering the

project.
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Supply and management
contracting
Under this form of multi-party

contracting, the main supplier assumes

responsibility for the basic engineering

and develops the design to the point

where the other contracts can be let with

certainty. The supplier offers the

employer the benefit of his engineering

expertise but once the other contracts

have been let, the responsibility for

coordination often passes from the lead

supplier to the civil contractor. From

this point, the supplier's role generally

reduces to that of a plant vendor - his

only involvement being to provide field

engineers to supervise erection and

commissioning.

There are clear advantages to the lead

supplier in this method of contracting.

He matches his responsibilities to what

he does best (engineering and quality

control) and limits his liability to his own

contract price, rather than a larger

turnkey project price. The performance

of the civil contractor is completely

outside his scope, including delays

arising during the course of erection

(useless due to mis-information or

design failures by the supplier or late

delivery of plant). The advantages for

the employer are less easy to see

because:

n he is now in direct contract with two

parties and there is no single point

turnkey responsibility;

n if the civil contractor is late, he will

blame the plant supplier and vice

versa. The employer will be left with

less redress, since liquidated damages

will be calculated by reference to one

contract price only; and

n two contracts may cost more to

administer and the employer will still

need his own project management

team.

Notwithstanding these downsides,

advantages to the employer include:

n less engineering risk, since most of

the engineering is carried out up-front

by the lead supplier before the

contracts are let;

n better integrated contracts;

n some saving in civil costs because the

civil designs will be completed and

fully integrated with the plant designs

before the civil contract is let, i.e.

time on site should be less; and

n financial unity between the two

contracts by providing for the main

supplier and the civil contractor to be

incentivised by reference to project

targets, with savings shared between

them and the employer in pre-agreed

proportions.

Target-cost contracting
Incentivised target-cost contracting is on

the increase, as exemplified by NEC3

Option C. The risk assessment inherent

in target-cost contracting can only be

done with all parties sitting down with

the employer to consider the risks and

the likelihood of them arising. It is then

up to the contractor to decide whether

to accept the risks and price for them.

The target price will then be adjusted

upwards for risks which have not been

accepted, i.e. risks which remain with

the employer.

Alliancing
In alliancing, the target price which the

members of the alliance are trying to

beat is the project target price and not

their individual contract prices. If a

problem arises on one contract, all

alliance members should be equally

concerned to overcome it otherwise

there will be less savings to share. If the

potential savings are totally eroded and

the target price is overrun, all members

will be liable, probably (but not

necessarily) in the same proportions as

they agreed to share savings. The

employer may agree to bear part of the

overrun above a certain level, but this is

not always the case.

For this kind of alliancing to work

successfully, all parties must work as an

integrated team but, paradoxically, this

can give rise to difficulties. If a defect

arises, it is sometimes difficult to spot

the culprit, meaning the employer may

be left with no remedy. He may be

unable to prove who caused the defect

or how it arose or the extent to which

each party is liable. The obvious answer

is to hold all parties jointly and severally

liable, as in a consortium, but the

contracting parties are not likely to

accept this. They will want to limit

their liability to the risks which lie

within their own respective fields of

expertise.

The solution is either:

n for the parties to share the liability in

pre-agreed proportions, in the same

way as they share savings, which

should encourage them to work

together as an integrated team but

can operate unfairly where one party

is clearly at fault; or

n (and this is right at the edge of

modern contracting) for the employer

to adopt a no-blame policy which

should encourage even greater team-

working to find solutions to any

problems that may arise.

It is almost inconceivable that a client

would adopt a no-blame policy unless he

continued from page 1
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is absolutely sure of the people he is

working with, which means he has

probably worked with them before on

other projects, e.g. framework

agreements.

Single project financial
loss insurance
The London insurance market is

currently considering a new kind of

single project financial loss insurance

which will respond in the event of a

project loss arising, regardless of blame.

It will cover all parties, including

consultants, contractors, and sub-

contractors engaged on the project, and

insurers will waive their rights of

subrogation against such parties. The

policy will be wide enough to cover

defects as well as construction activities.

The excess under the policy will be

shared by the parties, including the

client, in the same proportions as they

share rewards or will be charged to the

project (which amounts to the same

thing). Any loss above the excess is

borne by the policy. In order for

insurers to take this risk, they will assess

the technical risks and costings.

Technical and cost controllers will be

appointed once these are agreed. If this

new insurance product gets off the

ground, it could completely change the

way we work on major projects by

removing from contractors and suppliers

much of their potential liability,

enabling them to focus on what really

matters - bringing the project home on

time and within budget to the required

quality.

The full paper on which this article is

based was delivered by David Race at

the INTERCEM Conference in

Marrakech earlier this year. For more

information on integrated team working

or single project insurance, please

contact David Race (drace@klng.com) or

Matthew Smith (msmith@klng.com).

Letters of Intent
The recent case of ERDC Group Ltd

v. Brunel University (TCC, 29 March

2006) illustrates some of the risks

inherent in the use of letters of intent.

Works commenced under a series of

letters of intent and continued after the

expiry of the last letter. The employer

(Brunel) subsequently asked the

contractor (ERDC) to sign a full

building contract. ERDC declined,

arguing that the contract sum was

insufficient. It wanted the works

already carried out to be valued on a

quantum meruit basis rather than on

the rates which it had originally

tendered.

ERDC argued that the letters did not

amount to binding contracts because

essential terms (such as the definition

of 'the works') were not agreed. The

Judge disagreed. There was a clear

intention to create legal relations, and

the letters of intent amounted to 'if

contracts', which ERDC was not bound

to respond to, but which bound ERDC

if it did respond. The letters requested

small packages of works, rather than

the whole development, and the scope

of the smaller packages was sufficiently

clear. The letters expressly

incorporated JCT contract terms, so

those valuation provisions applied to

the works carried out during the

currency of the letters. As to works

carried out after expiry (which it was

agreed were extra-contractual), ERDC

sought a quantum meruit on a costs

plus profit basis and Brunel argued for

a continuation of the contractual

valuation procedure.

On the basis that ERDC had continued

to work beyond the expiry of the letters

of intent and given that there was no

issue that the contractor's tender prices

did not fairly reflect its risk, the Judge

held it would not be appropriate to

switch from an assessment based on

ERDC's rates to an assessment based

on its costs.

Adjudication update - 
Development agreements
Captiva Estates Ltd v. Rybarn Ltd

(TCC, 11 November 2005) is the first

reported case concerning the

application of the Construction

Contracts Exclusion Order 1998 ('the

Exclusion Order'), which excludes

‘development agreements’ from the

Construction Act so that automatic

reference to adjudication is not

available for disputes arising under

such agreements. The Exclusion

Order, paragraph 6 provides:

'A contract is a development agreement

if it includes provision for the grant or

disposal of a relevant interest in the

land on which takes place the principal

construction operations to which the

contract relates'.

An interest in land could be either a

freehold or leasehold interest.

The contract in question was for the

construction of residential flats together

with underground parking. The

consideration for the contract included

an option to Rybarn to take leases in

respect of certain of the flats. There

was no contractual adjudication

provision, but Rybarn wanted to rely on

the statutory right to adjudicate.
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considerable force in the employer's

contention that the adjudicator ought to

have taken the expert reports into

account, he went on to say that it was

not necessary to decide that point for

the simple reason that the error

allegedly made by the adjudicator was

not one which could invalidate his

decision. At worst, the adjudicator

made an error of law which caused him

to disregard two pieces of relevant

evidence. However in the light of the

Court of Appeal decision in Carillion

Construction Limited v. Devonport

Royal Dockyard Limited [2005] EWCA

(Civ) 1358, that error would not render

the adjudicator's decision invalid.

A key proposition in Carillion was that if

an adjudicator declines to consider

evidence which, on his analysis of the

facts or the law, is irrelevant, then that is

neither a breach of the rules of natural

justice nor a failure to consider relevant

material which undermines his decision.

The possibility that the adjudicator's

analysis is erroneous is inherent in the

adjudication system and the error is not

a ground for refusing to enforce the

adjudicator's decision.

Expert evidence
The issue in the case of Kier Regional

Limited (T/A Wallis) v. City & General

(Holborn) Limited (TCC, 6 March

2006) was whether the adjudicator's

refusal to have regard to two expert

reports caused his decision to be invalid.

Having been awarded an extension of

time in an adjudication, the contractor,

Kier, submitted a loss and expense

claim to the contract administrator. This

claim was rejected and Kier commenced

a further adjudication. The employer

included two new expert reports in its

response. These were disregarded by

the adjudicator on the basis that they

constituted new evidence not known to

the parties (or the contract

administrator) at the time the loss and

expense claim was considered and

rejected. Whilst the Judge saw

The Judge held that the option to take

leases created an interest in the land for

the purposes of the Exclusion Order

(which was to be interpreted widely).

The contract was therefore excluded

from the Construction Act and the

adjudication commenced by Rybarn

was invalid.

We reported on the TCC case of John

Roberts Architects Ltd v Parkcare

Homes (No 2) Ltd in our Spring 2006

edition. The Court of Appeal has now

overturned the ‘decision’ in that case,

which had been that the adjudicator

did not have authority to award costs in

a discontinued adjudication as he had

not made a ‘decision’ on the matters

referred. The Court of Appeal has

held that it is more natural and

commercially sensible to allow an

adjudicator the discretion to make an

order as to costs in the event of a

discontinuance. Whilst the application

of this decision will depend on whether

a particular contract grants the

adjudicator power to award costs at all

(which the Scheme does not) this case

does seem to indicate that adjudicators'

powers regarding costs are moving in

the direction of the broader powers

conferred on judges and arbitrators.

continued from page 3

Costs in a discontinued
adjudication


